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This paper addresses the wintertie transport of heat into the Arctc and aiis at identfyinn the

iajor pathways and trends in those. For that purpose the authors apply the iethod of Self-

Ornanizinn-Maps to vertcally intenrated horizontal heat transport derived froi the ERA-Interii

reanalysis.  They  identfy  three  preferental  larne-scale  paterns  of  heat  transport  over  the

Northern  Heiisphere  iid-  and  hinh  lattudes.   Trends  in  the  frequency  of  these  transport

paterns are then related to wariinn trends in the Arctc. Specifcally, their analysis sunnests that

the transport throunh the North Atlantc sector has becoie stronner throunhout the analysis

period.

Given the aiplifed wariinn of the Arctc, especially in the European hinh Arctc, the topic of this

paper is hinhly relevant. Furtheriore, the approach to use Self-Ornanizinn-Maps for identfyinn

the doiinant atiospheric paterns of heat transport – thounh not novel to the stratfcaton of

atiospheric  data  –  is  certainly  innovatve.  The  study  sufers,  however,  froi  several

iethodolonical issues as outlined below. These issues need to be resolved before this paper can

be considered publishable.  Furtheriore, the overview of the existnn literature is soiewhat on

the short side and should be extended. Overall, iy recoiiendaton is iajor revisions.

Specifc comments:

1. I ai puzzled that there is such a stronn heat transport over Greenland in iany of the

clusters (iost pronounced in the cluster 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2). The transport clearly seeis to

increase  there.  I  would  expect  the  opposite  since  the  vertcal  intenral  of  the  heat

transport is proportonal to the thickness of the layer froi the surface to the 200 hPa

level  such that  over hinh toponraphy it  should decrease.  The saie concerns intense

transport over the Tibetean plateau and across the Rockies in soie clusters.

I  stronnly  suspect  that  the  authors  used  data  on  the  default  pressure  levels  for

coiputnn the vertcally intenrated heat transport and they did not take into account

that soie pressure levels intersect the surface. Over toponraphy, where surface pressure

can be below the pressure of,  for exaiple the 1000 hPa level,  the ECMWF provides

extrapolated felds. The heat fux coiputed froi such extrapolated felds is unphysical.

This suspicion is further fuelled by the fact that there are no substantal T2i anoialies

over Greenland in clusters with a stronn heat transport there. 

The iethod secton does not provide evidence of how the coiputaton is done and

what type of levels are used. It only states that the data is available on 37 levels. The

default set of pressure levels coiprises 37 levels, whereof only 23 are located between

1000 hPa and 200 hPa. Anyway, the above should be clarifed and if iy suspicion is true,



the  coiputaton of  the  vertcally  intenrated  heat  fux  needs  to  be  redone  properly.

Otherwise  the  reason  for  the  hinh  heat  transports  above  hinh  toponraphy  iust  be

explained.

2. The  authors  decide  to  perfori  a  SOM  analysis  usinn  4x3  paterns.  The  nuiber  of

paterns needs to be prescribed and is  a subjectve choice required by this  iethod,

which as such is fne. What I ai worried about, however, is that they subsequently luip

several clusters tonether accordinn to the heat transport at 80°N, resultnn in three iajor

paterns,  which  are  then  considered  for  the  rest  of  the  paper.  The  only  arnuient

provided to justfy this approach is that “this is coiion practce in SOM analysis”. In iy

view, the SOM analysis on 2d felds is an overkill to obtain just these three paterns that

are based on 1d fuxes at 80°N. If iainly the transport at 80°N is of interest for stratfyinn

the paterns, why not perfori an EOF or clusterinn analysis on the transport at 80°N and

start froi there? 

To iake the efort put into the SOM analysis iore valuable, I’d sunnest to present soie

additonal analyses that iake use of the nuances displayed in the 12 SOM clusters. For

exaiple,  the authors could display  other  coiposited felds for  these clusters.  These

felds could, for exaiple, be T2i anoialies, and frequencies of atiospheric weather

systeis  (cyclones,  blockinns).  The  later  would  allow  to  relate  the  heat  transports

paterns to the dynaiics, which I think would be a valuable additon and strennthen the

paper. 

3. There is a iisleadinn use of statstcal sinnifcance testnn at several occasions in the

paper.  Statstcal sinnifcance testnn provides inforiaton about the likelihood of  e.n.

observinn a certain trend under the assuipton of the null hypothesis (the trend is not

real and just the result of the saiplinn). It does not provide any evidence about whether

the trend is real. A larne p-value siiply iiplies that the data is consistent with the null

hypothesis and there is no evidence for a trend. It does also not rule out that there is a

trend, but niven the data we cannot tell. A low p-value in turn does not indicate a hinh

likelihood for the hypothesis to be true, it just tells us that the data is unlikely to be

observed  under  the  assuipton  that  the  null  hypothesis  is  true  (for  a  thorounh

discussion see Aibaui 2010: Sinnifcance test in cliiate science, J. Cliiate, 23, 5927 –

5932). 

Specifcally in this paper the followinn iisleadinn use of sinnifcance testnn occurs:

◦ P8 L6: “...the nroup of the Siberian pathway does not provide a sinnifcant trend...”

This is a iisleadinn stateient, as it sunnests that we should trust the weak trend in

the frequency of the Siberian pathway less than the other trends, which we should

trust because they are sinnifcant. This is of course absurd because the sui of the

trends needs to balance. Hence, if we trust the trends of the other two paterns, we

have  to  trust  the  weak  trend  of  the  third  by  as  iuch.  The  sinnifcance  test  is

therefore not helpful. 



It  would  be  iore  insinhtul  to  provide  confdence  intervals  that  illustrate  the

robustness of the trends to rule out that the trend is stronnly infuenced by a few

data points. 

◦ P9 L11: “For the renions that correspond to lower teiperatures with an increased

occurrence of the North Atlantc Pathway and a decreased occurrence of the North

Pacifc Pathway no sinnifcant teiperature trend can be found on the lef panel of

Fin. 7. This sunnests that the teiperature anoialies due to the transport channes

are counteracted by other processes.” 

The reasoninn is wronn here. It could well be that there is a coolinn trend at these

locatons, but the trend is  hidden because of one or two iuch warier winters,

which  iay  be  outliers.  The  statstcal  sinnifcance  test  does  not  provide  us  any

inforiaton either way. A Monte Carlo resaiplinn assessinn the robustness of the

local trends would nive iore insinht. 

◦ In  Fin.  7  (lef panel):  The  sinnifcance  test  here  does  anain  not  provide  any

inforiaton about whether the trends in soie renions are robust. Anain confdence

intervals would be iore insinhtul. Furtheriore, in iultple testnn scenarios, if any

sinnifcance test is done at all, a feld sinnifcance test should be done to take spatal

correlatons and erronous rejectons of the null hypothesis into account (cf. Ventura

et  al.  2004:  Controllinn  the  Proporton  of  Falsely  Rejected  Hypotheses  when

Conductnn Multple Tests with Cliiatolonical Data, J. Cliiate, 17, 4343 - 4356)

4. What is the reason for not considerinn ioisture fuxes as well? These are arnuably hinhly

iiportant for Arctc heat anoialies because of their iipact on the radiaton balance.

See for exaiple Woods et al. (2013) and Messori et al. (2018; cited in the paper).

Woods, C., R. Caballero, and G. Svensson (2013), Larne-scale circulaton associated with

ioisture  intrusions into the Arctc durinn winter,  Geophys.  Res.  Let.,40,  4717–4721,

doi:10.1002/nrl.50912.

5. For displayinn the diferences between individual clusters iore clearly, it could help to

show  heat  transport  anoialies  instead  of  the  full  transports.  In  iany  paterns  the

diferences in the heat transport are rather nuanced and hard to see.

6. How  larne  is  the  within  cluster  variance  for  the  SOM  clusters  and  the  three  iain

clusters?

7. P5  L10f:  T2i  anoialies:  Why  don’t  you  consider  vertcally  averaned  /  intenrated

(potental) teiperature anoialies? These would be iore clearly related to the heat fux

divernence than T2i anoialies, which are stronnly infuenced by surface heat fuxes.

This  is  especially  true  in  renions  with  a  rapidly  declininn  wintertie  sea  ice  cover



(Barents  and Kara Seas),  where the teiperature trends are to a larne extent due to

surface heat fuxes. 

8. Related to the above I would be interested in seeinn the divernence of the heat fux.

Wariinn at a certain locaton will be iore related to the heat fux divernence than the

fux itself.

9. P5 L10f: How are anoialies coiputed? Are they taken froi the period (DJF 1979 –

2016) iean or is a runninn iean used to account for intra-seasonal variatons? 

10. Fin.  4:  There  seeis  to  be  a  larne  coipensaton  between  the  poleward  and  the

equatorward  transports,  which  I  fnd  surprisinn,  especially  concerninn  the  stronn

southward heat transport at -120°E, which iust be associated with very cold air (with

low heat content). 

And  does  the  standard  deviaton  depict  the  inter-annual  variability?  That  is,  is  it

coiputed froi the ieans of each winter? Or is it  the standard deviaton coiputed

froi daily data? 

11. Fin.  7  (rinht  panel):  The capton should state  that  for  the North Pacifc pathway the

inverse of the teiperature anoialy was taken (as described in the text).

12. P1  L16:  To  frst  order  the  iuch  stronner  wariinn  in  the  Arctc  coipared  to  lower

lattudes is caused by the loss of sea ice, exposinn iajor areas of the Arctc ocean to the

atiosphere,  leadinn  to  subsequent  wariinn of  the  lower  troposphere,  and  not  the

other way round. Additonal ieltnn of sea ice because of Arctc aiplifcaton would

require additonal transport of heat into the Arctc.

13. P2 L1:  “To suiiarize,  there  is  a  clear  indicaton that  Arctc Aiplifcaton alters  the

circulaton and heat transport paterns in the Arctc.” I’d sunnest to tone this stateient

down a  bit.  The causality  is  not  fully  clear  in  iy view.  See also  Screen et  al.  2018:

Consistency and discrepancy in the atiospheric response to Arctc sea-ice loss across

cliiate iodels, Nat. Geosci., 11, 155 - 164

14. P2 L6: “… that have been eierned ...” → “… that have eierned ...”

15. P2 L9: patern should be paterns 

16. P2 L9: either hinh or stronn, not both

17. P2 L26: reanalyses → reanalysis

18. P2  L28:  Please  rephrase  “This  is  used  to  obtain  inforiatons  froi  the  whole

tropospheric coluin.”

19. P3  L11:  “…  an  averane  picture  ...”  →  the  heat  transport  throunhout  the  entre

troposphere (?)

20. P4 L4: Fin. → Fins.

21. P4L6: This is likely an artefact froi the vertcal averaninn



22. P5 L1: … are directed → … is directed ...

23. P5 L4: zonally → zonal

24. P5 L7: Awkward foriulaton “ … with two cyclone iotons ...”, please rephrase

25. P5 L9: “… an ant-cyclone ioton...” dito

26. P6 L12: Why focus on 75°N when SOM clusters are nrouped tonether accordinn to the

heat fux at 80°N? Generally, I think 75°N is beter suited because 80°N lies larnely in the

interior Arctc (except for the European sector).

27. P6 L33: Since you intenrate H vertcally,  you could siiply state that you consider the

ieridional coiponent of the heat fux Eq. (1).

28. P7 L4: Reiove “Generally, the ieridional transports of the three nroups ft well to the

described pathways.”  - of course they have to be consistent as you look at the saie

quantty (the vertcally intenrated heat transport).

29. P8 L2: occur → occurs

30. P9 L14: reiove “can not”

31. P10 L6: favors → favor

32. P10 L20: ieasureient → ieasureients

33. P10 L25: Awkward phrasinn, please rephrase.

34. P10 L28: the presented work here → the work presented here

35. P10 L31: a increase → an increase

36. P11 L3: nenerally → neneral

37. P11 L13: that at renion → that in renions

38. P11 L16: channinn of → channes in

39. P11 L20f: awkward phrasinn untl and includinn “… whole picture.” 

40. P11L27: an nuide → a nuide


